Killing of EMT-6 cells by decays from isotopes incorporated on sensitizer adducts.
EMT-6 tumor cell killing by decays from 3H and 125I incorporated by adduct formation of radiolabeled sensitizers was studied in vitro. Hypoxic radiosensitizers become covalently bound to cellular molecules after metabolic reduction, and EMT-6 tumor cells can tolerate over 10(9) adducts/cell of misonidazole without loss of colony-forming ability. Cells were incubated under hypoxic conditions in the presence of [3H]misonidazole or [125I]iodoazomycinriboside for various times and the amounts of bound 3H and 125I were determined. Cells were stored as monolayers at 22 degrees C, in suspension culture at 4 degrees C, and frozen in complete medium plus 8% DMSO at -196 degrees C for various times to facilitate the accumulation of radioactive decays before plating in vitro for colony-forming assays at 37 degrees C. At 22 degrees C in monolayer culture, EMT-6 tumor cells tolerated 950 and 1720 decays/cell of 3H and 125I, respectively, without evidence of radiotoxicity. This number of decays/cell over the exposure times used represents 1.54 x 10(6) 3H/cell and 8.4 x 10(4) 125I/cell, respectively. Significant cell killing was detected after similar amounts of isotope decay when cells were held at 4 degrees C. When cells were frozen in the presence of 8% DMSO, they were more resistant to inactivation by isotope decays or by gamma rays than cells in liquid phase at 4 degrees C. These data suggest that selective hypoxic tumor cell suicide by 3H or 125I decays from bound sensitizer at 37 degrees C will be an inefficient process, at least for drugs with specific activities as tested. These data are consistent with data on cell inactivation by isotopes incorporated into cells by other procedures.